**Who we are**

Omec srl is an Italian company **ISO 9001:2015 certified**, established in 1960. Omec provides its customer a 55 years-experience thanks to its background as precision turning company specialized in the construction of special mechanic components.

Mainly focused on **timing chain kit**, EGR Valves and crankshaft pulleys, Omec offers a wide range of products.

Research, development, analysis and testing of auto parts distributed both nationally and internationally.

Internal **Quality Laboratory** with TÜV SÜD qualified test.

**Contacts**

Ph: +39 (0)362 901661  
s.cesana@omecsrl.it

---

**Product description**

Timing chain kit for both **passenger vehicles** and **light commercial ones** are available with different configurations.

Omec **Internal Quality Laboratory** keeps the essence of the Company: to offer a reliable product only after having tested it.

The knowledge and skill of mechanics acquired in more than 55 years experience as a producer, are made available to offer an Italian **checked** and certified **Automotive Aftermarket Product**.
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